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SUMMARY
Continuous near-surface seismic monitoring is a crucial tool
for surveillance of the surface changes due to natural and manmade events. However the cost of the conventional continuous
seismic monitoring methods limit its widespread applications.
Surface distributed acoustic sensing (DAS), as a recent developed seismic surveillance technology, provides a low-cost,
non-intrusive and high-resolution method for continuous nearsurface monitoring. We use the quarry blasts data recorded
by the "Stanford DAS Array" to evaluate the feasibility of
the surface DAS array to monitor the manmade near-surface
changes. We apply data processing and seismic interferometry analysis to this data and extract the near-surface velocity
information around a basement construction site. Our results
show good temporal and spatial correspondence between the
velocity changes and the basement constructions, supporting
the feasibility for monitoring despite strong construction noise.

INTRODUCTION
The top tens meters of the Earth’s subsurface provides the
foundation that supports our modern infrastructure. The nearsurface changes due to natural or man-made events may lead
to hazardous conditions, like ground subsidence or sinkholes.
Many such subsurface changes develop gradually over a period
of years before catastrophic collapse occur. The geophysical
prospecting using electric, electromagnetic and gravitational
methods is applied to subsurface imaging. However challenges
of resolution, illumination and penetration make these methods hard to provide a holistic solution for underground structural mapping and monitoring.
As many near-surface activities can cause subsurface velocity changes, seismic monitoring has the potential to provide
early warning of the near-surface hazards. In order to monitor
the near-surface changes, an effective continuous seismic data
acquisition system is required to implement the measurement
with sufficient spatial and temporal resolution. Unfortunately,
the deployment of such continuous operation with dense sensor arrays is rarely feasible for the conventional sensor such
as geophone, whose long-term costs are prohibitively high and
the battery life is short. Recent advances in distributed acoustic
sensing (DAS) that uses the low-cost and low-maintenance optical fibers have shone a light on the seismic continuous monitoring. It is promising as it replaces the sparse geophones with
cables of the optical fibers and measures strain changes at all
points along the optical fibre at seismic frequencies. In contrast to conventional seismic acquisition array which consists
of spatially-discrete geophones, DAS array allows simultane-

ous acquisition of thousands of sensing channels at sub-meter
channel spacing, and it generates a densely dataset (Parker
et al., 2014).
In the past few years, DAS has been a rapidly evolving technique for acquiring vertical seismic profiles (VSP) (Parker et al.,
2014; Willis et al., 2016) in the oil and gas industry. The successful applications of the DAS VSP technology include the
surveillance of hydraulic fracturing characterization for the unconventional oil and gas production, time-lapse monitoring of
the movement of reservoirs fluids from production and CO2 injection. Recently, DAS is finding increased application in surface monitoring. Several surface DAS arrays experiments have
been implemented to test the usability of earthquake wavefield observation (Biondi et al., 2017; Lindsey et al., 2017)
and ambient-noise based subsurface velocity estimation (Dou
et al., 2017).
Here we use the quarry blasts data recorded by the "Stanford
DAS Array" to analyze the feasibility of the surface DAS array for surveillance of the near-surface changes. The "Stanford DAS Array"(Yuan et al., 2017; Biondi et al., 2017; Martin
et al., 2017a) recorded various of events (traffic noise, quarry
blasts and earthquakes) since September 2016. Although it is
demonstrated that the DAS sensors can provide reliable acoustic and elastic measurements, the shortcomings of the surface
DAS array can also be find from this experiment: (1) strong
noise in the urban environment contaminates the recorded DAS
data; (2) the limitations of to record events with particle motion orthogonal to the DAS fiber cable (Biondi et al., 2017).
The artificial blasts from a vicinal quarry provides repeated
sources for our analysis of the "Stanford DAS Array" data.
However, since each blast is excited with different explosive
energy and at different positions, the source wavelets of each
quarry blasts wavefield are highly inconsistent. The seismic interferometry is often applied to the ambient noise data for eliminating source wavelet and obtaining surface information. The
idea of seismic interferometry, also known as virtual source
imaging, was first proposed by Claerbout (1968), and later
proved theoretically by Wapenaar and Fokkema (2004). This
technique is based on correlation of waveforms recorded at different receivers. The recorded waves may be generated by a
superposition of active sources, or might be excited by incoherent noise. This technique is valuable as it makes possible
the study of the waves that propagate between receivers, without needing a source at one of the receiver locations.
To implement this feasibility study, we first introduce the "Stanford DAS Array" data. Then we eliminate the source wavelet
imprint by applying the normalized seismic interferometry to
the DAS array data. We extracted the phase information of
the surface wave. Finally, we analyze quarry blasts DAS data
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around the beginning of the basement’s constructions and show
the detected near surface changes caused by the constructions.

THE STANFORD DAS ARRAY AND QUARRY BLASTS
DATA
In this experiment, we analyze the quarry blasts data recorded
by the "Stanford DAS Array"(Biondi et al., 2017). Figure 1
shows the quarry’s location and the layout of the DAS array.
The fiber optic cable is laid loosely in an air-filled PVC conduit (10 − 15 cm wide), thus the coupling between the fiber
cable and the surrounding rocks relies exclusively on gravity
and friction. OptaSense ODH-3 interrogator unit is used to
record the data continuously since August 2016. The data we
used here for near-surface monitoring are the passive mode
data with the 25 Hz Nyquist rate. More details about the array
design, geometry and experiments setup of this DAS array can
be find from Biondi et al. (2017), Martin et al. (2017b) and
Yuan et al. (2017).

Figure 2: Quarry blasts data of 2016/10/12:(a) data after a
0.25 ∼ 2.5H z bandpass filtering and a FK filtering, (b) the
FK spectra.

Figure 1: Quarry location(left) and layout of the DAS array
(right). Right-side map shows the path of DAS array with the
corner points marked and labeled with the corresponding channel numbers. Dash-line box A indicates the location of the
basement under constructions. Dash-line box B indicates the
constructions site at the Via Ortega South. The blue dot indicates the location of the virtual source.
The quarry is located in 13.3 km to the southeast of the DAS
array (Figure 1). The events generated by the blasts of the
quarry can be observed in the DAS data. We will use this
quarry blasts data to monitoring the surface change caused
by basement constructions. Dash-line box A shown in Figure 1 indicates the location of the basement, which has begun
to build in the fall of 2016. Biondi et al. (2017) shows the repeatable patterns from quarry blasts, which provide us an foundation for using these data for surface monitoring. We select
two quarry blast events recorded at 2016/10/12 and 2016/11/15
before and after the beginning of the basement construction.
Figure 2 and Figure 3 show these data and their spectra after
a 0.25 ∼ 2.5H z bandpass filtering and a FK filtering. As we
can see, the quarry blasts DAS data is mainly the surface wave,
whose energy focuses on the low frequency and low wavenumber band. Although these quarry blasts data show certain repeatability in time domain, their FK spectra are quite different.
Compared with the data in Figure 2, Figure 3 shows a noisier

Figure 3: Quarry blasts data of 2016/11/12:(a) data after a
0.25 ∼ 2.5H z bandpass filtering and a FK filtering, (b) the
FK spectra.

ambient environment. High amplitude pump noise can be observed due to the construction and traffic activities around the
site. These strong noise make it a challenging task to compare
the observed quarry blasts directly from the data. Here we use
seismic interferometry method to mitigate this issue.
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NORMALIZED SEISMIC INTERFEROMETRY

NEAR-SURFACE VELOCITY CHANGES

Seismic interferometry extracts the Green’s function that accounts for the wave propagation between receivers, has become increasingly popular for application in seismic imaging,
parameter estimation and passive monitoring. We use seismic
interferometry to eliminate the imprint of the source wavelet of
the blasts and the ground coupling. As the wave front propagated from quarry to the "Stanford DAS Array" can be approximated as a plane wave, we consider a simple one-dimensional
(plane-wave) seismic interferometry experiment in homogeneous medium. As shown in Figure 4, a source is located at
position RS , receivers located at R A and RB .

In this experiment, we use the signals recorded around the
Channel #27 as a virtual sources (denoted as a blue dot in Figure 1). Figures 5 and 6 compare the virtual source signals
of 2016/10/12 with 2016/11/15. The origin of the time axis (0
seconds) is the event (quarry blasts) start time provided by the
United States Geographical Survey (USGS) online database
(Yuan et al., 2017). We can see some repeatbility of these
two quarry blasts data despite the phase-shift and the differences in the frequency content. A strong surface wave excited by the blasts appears from 12s to 17s. The construction
sites (indicated by dash-line boxes in Figure 1) may cause a
subsurface velocity change. We select two sections from the
"Stanford DAS Array" around the basement (dash-line box A
in Figure 1): one section is Channel #108 − #136 (the green
line in Figure 1), which locates on the south of the construction site; the other section is Channel #165 − #183 (the orange
line in Figure 1), which locates on the north of the construction site. We apply the normalized cross-correlation operator
(Equation 5) to the virtual source and the selected channels.
Figure 7 compares their spectra of Channels #165 − #183 on
2016/10/12 (blue solid line) with 2016/11/15 (red dashed line)
after applying the normalized cross-correlation. The spectra
of the two data recorded at different times show a high consistency.

Figure 4: Definition of geometric parameters for plane wave
propagation example.
If a wave propagates away from the source RS and is recorded
by receives R A and RB , using seismic interferometry we can
measure the response between the two receivers. The source
position RS can be redatumed to a known receiver location
R A . Thus the receiver at R A can be see as a virtual source.
Although the actual source and the virtual source are indeed
different in their source signature, we can determine the system response to a virtual source, since the wave state obtained
from seismic interferomtry obeys the same wave equation as
the original system (Snieder et al., 2006). In this experiment,
the receiver R A and RB record the following frequency domain wave field respectively,
U (R A , ω) = S(Rs , ω)e ik (R A − R s ) ,

(1)

ik (R B − R s )

U (RB , ω) = S(Rs , ω)e
,
(2)
where S(RS , ω) is the source spectrum, k is the wavenumber.
Applying cross-correlation interferometry to the receiver wave
field R A and RB in frequency domain gives
C(RB , R A , ω)

=
=

U (RB , ω)U ∗ (R A , ω)
S 2 (RS , ω)e ik (R B − R A ) .

(3)

Considering the dispersion relation k = ω/v, where the v is
the wave propagation velocity. Equation 3 can be rewrite as
C(RB , R A , ω)

=

S 2 (RS , ω)e iω (τ B −τ A ) ,

(4)

where τ is the travel-time of the wavefront propagated from
source to the receivers. Equation 4 indicates that the phase of
the cross-correlation is related to the time-delays between the
two signals, which depends on the subsurface velocity and the
distance between the receivers. It means that we can use the
cross-correlation to detect the near-surface changes.

Figure 5: Stacking the five channels of 2016/10/12 around
Channel #27 into one trace as a virtual source.

Figure 8 shows the cross-correlograms before (on 2016/10/12)
the start of the basement construction. In Figure 8a, we observe surface wave arrives with high spatial coherency at the
DAS channels in front of the construction site. The picked arrival time (red solid line) with slight moveout across the channels agrees well with the computed arrival time (pink dashed
line) according to a reference velocity of 816 m/s. For the

For this quarry blasts experiment, since the source is not specially designed and the blasts are usually excited with different energy, the source wavelets S(RS , ω) are different for each
blasts. We propose a normalized cross-correlation operator
Cnor m (RB , R A , ω) = e ik (R B − R A ) ,

(5)

to extract the phase term of the cross-correlation and implement the source designature.

Figure 6: Stacking the five channels of 2016/11/15 around
Channel #27 into one trace as a virtual source.
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channels in the back of the site (Figure 8b), the surface wave
arrives at later times (red solid line) than predicted using the
reference velocity (pink dashed line). This might be caused by
the initial ground work to clear out the land prior to the basement construction (indicated by dash-line box A in Figure 1).

Figure 7: Spectra of the normalized cross-correlation on 2016
/10 /12(red solid line) and 2016 /11 /15 ( red dashed line).

Figure 9 shows the cross-correlograms on 2016/11/15, one week
after the constructions started on 2016/11/7. For the array in
front of the construction site (Figure 9a), the channels to the
east shows consistent arrival time at the reference velocity, indicating a stable subsurface environment between the two investigations. The channels to the west shows delays in the arrival times. The corresponding wave paths go through another
reported construction site at the Via Ortega South (indicated
by dash-line box B in Figure 1). However, we cannot confirm
the cause-effect due to the lack of construction information.
In Figure 9b, systematic arrival time delays are observed on
the channels to the east. The corresponding wave paths go
through the basement construction site, which was started on
2016/11/7. The time and space correlations of the observed
travel-time delays suggest that the subsurface seismic velocity
was further reduced due to the excavation.
Nonetheless, we regret to report that a consistent delaying signature was not obtained, mostly due to the strong and changing
noise caused by the increasing construction activities around
the site concurrent to the quarry blast. Night recordings of the
low frequency ambient noise during quiet hours should be used
to verify the observed velocity change.

Figure 8: The normalized cross-correlation of the 2016/10/12
data on (a) Channel #108 − #136 and (b) Channel #165 − #183.
The pink dashed lines show the calculated time-delays according to the reference velocity, 816m/s. The red solid lines show
the picked time-delays of the normalized cross-correlation.

CONCLUSIONS
The analysis of quarry blasts seismic events recorded by the
"Stanford DAS Array" suggests that surface DAS array may
be used for the monitoring of near-surface changes resulting
from the manmade constructions. We show that the subsurface velocity changes caused by the basement constructions
can be detected by applying a normalized cross-correlation interferometry to the virtual source and the selected receivers
around the basement under constructions. Kinematic information of the surface wave can be extracted from the surface DAS
data, whereas the amplitude information is not reliable due to
the uneven coupling, strong traffic noise and the known limitations of DAS to record events with particle motion orthogonal
to the fiber cable. Further investigations are needed to verify
the observed delays in the traveltime and its correlation to the
subsurface velocity changes.
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